Disaggregated Sovereignty: Towards the Public Accountability of Global Government Networks

Only governments bear the political imprimatur that is bestowed by political accountability. Neither multinational corporations nor international bureaucracies are a substitute. Addressing the most complex challenges posed by globalization requires the direct accountability carried by the representatives of sovereign nations. (Paul Martin, former Canadian Finance Minister and Chair of the G-20)

TERRORISTS, ARMS DEALERS, MONEY LAUNDERERS, DRUG DEALERS, traffickers in women and children, and the modern pirates of intellectual property all operate through global networks. So, increasingly, do governments. Networks of government officials – police investigators, financial regulators, even judges and legislators – increasingly exchange information and coordinate activity to combat global crime and address common problems on a global scale. These government networks are a key feature of world order in the twenty-first century. But they are under-appreciated, under-supported and under-used to address the central problems of global governance.

Consider the examples simply in the wake of 11 September. The Bush administration immediately set about assembling an ‘ad hoc coalition’ of states to aid in the war on terrorism. Public attention focused on military cooperation, but the networks of financial regulators working to identify and freeze terrorist assets, of law enforcement officials sharing vital information on terrorist suspects, and of intelligence operatives working to pre-empt the next attack have been equally important. Indeed, the leading expert in the ‘new
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security’ of borders and container bombs insists that the domestic agencies responsible for customs, food safety and regulation of all kinds must extend their reach abroad, through reorganization and much closer cooperation with their foreign counterparts. And after the US concluded that it did not have authority under international law to interdict a shipment of missiles from North Korea to Yemen, it turned to national law enforcement authorities to coordinate the extraterritorial enforcement of their national criminal laws.

Networked threats require a networked response.

Turning to the global economy, networks of finance ministers and central bankers have been critical players in responding to national and regional financial crises. The G8 is as much a network of finance ministers as of heads of state; it is the finance ministers who take key decisions on how to respond to calls for debt relief for the most highly indebted countries. The finance ministers and central bankers hold separate news conferences to announce policy responses to crises such as the East Asian financial crisis in 1997 and the Russian crisis in 1998. The G20, a network specifically created to help prevent future crises, is led by the Indian finance minister and is composed of the finance ministers of 20 developed and developing countries. More broadly, the International Organization of Securities Commissioners (IOSCO) emerged in 1984. It was followed in the 1990s by the creation of the International Association of Insurance Supervisors and a network of all three of these organizations and other national and international officials responsible for financial stability around the world called the Financial Stability Forum.

6 The Financial Stability Forum was initiated by the Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors of the Group of Seven industrial countries in February 1999, following a report on international cooperation and coordination in the area of financial market supervision and surveillance by the President of the Deutsche Bundesbank. In additions to representatives from the Basle Committee, IOSCO and IAIS, its members include senior representative from national authorities responsible for financial stability in significant international financial centres; international financial institutions such as the BIS, the IMF, the OECD and the World Bank; and committees of central bank experts. See ‘A Guide to Fund Committees, Groups, and Clubs:
Beyond national security and the global economy, networks of national officials are working to improve environmental policy across borders. Within NAFTA, US, Mexican and Canadian environmental agencies have created an environmental enforcement network, which has enhanced the effectiveness of environmental regulation in all three states, particularly in Mexico. Globally, the EPA and its Dutch equivalent have founded the International Network for Environmental Compliance and Enforcement, which offers technical assistance to environmental agencies around the world, holds global conferences for environmental regulators to learn and exchange information, and sponsors a website with training videos and other information.

Nor are regulators the only ones networking. National judges are exchanging decisions with one another through conferences, judicial organizations, and the internet. Constitutional judges increasingly cite one another’s decisions on issues from free speech to privacy rights. Bankruptcy judges in different countries negotiate mini-treaties to resolve complicated international cases; judges in transnational commercial disputes have begun to see themselves as part of a global judicial system. National judges are also interacting directly with their supranational counterparts on trade and human rights issues.

Finally, even legislators, the most naturally parochial government officials due to their direct ties to territorially rooted constituents, are reaching across borders. International parliamentary organizations have been traditionally well meaning but ineffective. But today national parliamentarians are meeting to adopt and publicize common positions on the death penalty, human rights and environmental issues. They support one another in legislative initiatives and offer training programmes and technical assistance.7


7 American readers may be sceptical of these reports due to the widespread and completely false statistic about how few members of Congress have a passport. In fact, 93% of all members hold passports and average two trips abroad a year. Indeed, 20% claim to speak a foreign language. Eric Schmitt and Elizabeth Becker, ‘Insular Congress Appears to be Myth’, New York Times, 4 November 2000, section A, p. 9. What is true is that some members fear that their constituents will identify trips to meet their counterparts abroad with ‘junkets’, but that is a matter of public education.
Each of these networks has specific aims and activities, depending on its subject area, membership and history. But taken together, they also perform certain common functions. They expand regulatory reach, allowing national government officials to keep up with corporations, civic organizations and criminals. They build trust and establish relationships among their participants that then create incentives to establish a good reputation and avoid a bad one. These are the conditions essential for long-term cooperation. They exchange regular information about their own activities and develop databases of best practices, or, in the judicial case, different approaches to common legal issues. They offer technical assistance and professional socialization to members from less developed nations – whether regulators, judges, or legislators.

In a world of global markets, global travel and global information networks, of weapons of mass destruction and looming environmental disasters of global magnitude, governments must have global reach. In a world in which their ability to use their hard power is often limited, governments must be able to exploit the uses of soft power – the power of persuasion and information. Similarly, in a world in which a major set of obstacles to effective global regulation is a simple inability on the part of many developing countries to translate paper rules into changes in actual behaviour, governments must be able not only to negotiate treaties but also to create the capacity to comply with them.

Understood as a form of global governance, government networks meet these needs. As commercial and civic organizations have already discovered, their networked form is ideal for providing the speed and flexibility necessary to function effectively in an information age. But unlike amorphous ‘global policy networks’, in which it is never clear who is exercising power on behalf of whom, these are networks comprised of national government officials – appointed by elected officials or directly elected themselves. Best of all, they can perform many of the functions of a world government – legislation, administration and adjudication – without the form.

No form of government is perfect, least of all at the global level. And even if, as with Winston Churchill’s view of democracy, global governance through government networks is the ‘least worst’ alter-
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native, it still poses many problems that must ultimately be addressed. And indeed, observers of existing government networks, as well as critics of what they could become, have pointed out plenty of problems, as reviewed in the first part of the article below.

To respond to these various charges, and more importantly to ensure that a global governance system of government networks – what I have called a networked world order – is not only effective but also as accountable and just as possible, the members of government networks will need to be responsive to an entire complex of rules, principles and norms. First, they must be accountable to their domestic constituents for their transgovernmental activities to the same extent that they are accountable for their domestic activities. Second, as participants in structures of global governance, they must have a basic operating code that takes account of the rights and interests of all peoples. Third, they should ultimately be directly subject to the international legal obligations that currently apply to their nations as unitary states.

The next part sets forth a menu of possibilities for increasing the accountability of members of government networks to their domestic constituencies, including: 1) developing a concept of dual function for all government officials; 2) increasing the visibility and accessibility of government networks; 3) developing more legislative networks; 4) using government networks to mobilize a wide range of nongovernmental actors; and 5) a customized set of solutions developed by domestic polities themselves. The third section of this paper turns to potential global norms governing members of government networks in their relations with one another. I suggest five such norms: some to operate primarily in horizontal relations between national government officials and others to operate more generally in vertical relations between national government officials and their supranational counterparts. They include global deliberative equality, legitimate difference, positive comity, checks and balances and subsidiarity.

The final part reaches further afield, exploring the concept of disaggregated sovereignty. If unitary states can disaggregate into their component government institutions and those government officials can interact quasi-autonomously with their foreign counterparts, then they should also be able to exercise a measure of sovereignty. Disaggregated sovereignty, however, would be defined as positive sovereignty, as the capacity to enter into international regulatory
regimes of various types, rather than as the negative right to be left alone. The right to exercise this type of sovereignty, however, would also carry with it an obligation to be independently bound by the existing corpus of international law.

PROBLEMS WITH GOVERNMENT NETWORKS

At the moment, government networks are like the proverbial elephant – different observers see different phenomena and hence discern different types of problems. Those who primarily observe regulatory and judicial networks worry about the triumph of technocracy over democracy and the distortion of domestic political processes and judicial decision-making. A typical response to this criticism, at least in the regulatory context, is to open up the decision-making process of government networks to the many different types of pressure groups that participate in a democratic domestic political process. Yet this solution alarms another set of critics who insist that government authority be clearly exercised by government officials rather than be diffused among a vast array of public, semi-public and private actors in a global policy network. A final, unavoidable problem is the way in which power is exercised in government networks by strong countries against weak countries, both through exclusion from certain networks or from powerful groups within them, and through inclusion in networks that serve as conduits for soft power.

1 A Global Technocracy

Perhaps the most frequent charge against government networks is that they are networks of technocrats – unelected regulators and judges who share a common functional outlook on the world but who do not respond to the social, economic and political concerns of ordinary citizens. Antonio Perez, for instance, accuses government networks of adopting ‘Platonic Guardianship as a mode of transnational governance’, an open ‘move toward technocratic elitism’.9

The affinity and even solidarity felt among central bankers, securities regulators, antitrust officials, environmental regulators and judges, in this view, socializes them to believe that deeply political trade-offs are value-neutral choices based on ‘objective’ expertise. To allow these officials to come together offshore, free from the usual mandated intrusions of public representatives and private interest groups in their decision-making process, is to allow them to escape politics.

A related concern is a lack of transparency, generally. According to Philip Alston, the rise of government networks ‘suggests a move away from arenas of relative transparency into the back rooms and the bypassing of the national political arenas to which the United States and other proponents of the importance of healthy democratic institutions attach so much importance’.10 Sol Picciotto agrees: ‘A chronic lack of legitimacy plagues direct international contacts at the sub-state level among national officials and administrators.11 He attributes this lack of legitimacy to the informality and confidentiality of such contacts, precisely the attributes that make them so attractive to the participants.12

The standard response to concerns about technocracy is to increase transparency. Yet transparency can make the network even more accessible to sectoral interest pressures, leading to ‘over-politicization’ in the form of distorted representation of specific domestic or international preferences. At the same time, government networks can pose the problem of not knowing enough about who is making decisions and when they are being made to have meaningful input into them. As Joseph Weiler observes with regard to charges of a democracy deficit within the EU: ‘Transparency and access to documents are often invoked as a possible remedy to this issue. But if you do not know what is going on, which documents will you ask to see?’13

12 Ibid., p. 1049.
2 Distortion of National Political Processes

Click on the website of the US public interest organization Public Citizen.\(^{14}\) The left side lists buttons identifying the issue areas that are of specific concern to the organization. They include ‘Fast Track, WTO, NAFTA, China’, and ‘Harmonization’. Click on harmonization and read on. Here is the definition of what harmonization is and why the American public should be concerned about it: ‘Harmonization is the name given to the effort by industry to replace the variety of product standards and other regulatory policies adopted by nations in favor of uniform global standards’.\(^{15}\)

Public Citizen blames international trade regimes such as NAFTA and the WTO for a major boost in harmonization efforts, arguing that they ‘require or encourage’ national governments either to harmonize standards or recognize foreign government standards as equivalent to their own.\(^{16}\) This substantive commitment is implemented through the establishment of ‘an ever-increasing number of committees and working groups to implement the harmonization mandate’.\(^{17}\) The problem with all these efforts, from Public Citizen’s perspective, is that most of these working groups are industry-dominated, do not provide an opportunity for input by interested individuals or potentially-affected communities, and generally conduct their operations behind closed doors. Yet, under current trade rules, these standard-setting processes can directly affect our national, state and local policies.\(^{18}\)

At first glance, concern over harmonization arises primarily from the goal of harmonizing regulations, with the resulting danger of ‘leveling down’ the protections for public health, the environment, consumer safety, and other areas but it is also the process. The idea of regulators meeting behind closed doors, without input from a wide variety of interested public groups at a time when they can still have
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impact on the discussion and the outcome, is deeply worrying in itself. Knowing that they are just exchanging information about common problems or providing technical assistance to one another will trigger less immediate alarm than knowing that they are actively engaged in harmonizing national regulations. Yet to the extent that the deeper concern is that regulators in a particular issue area are operating on a technocratic, professional set of assumptions that do not take into account other perspectives, interests and politics, trans-governmental regulatory interaction of any kind is likely to prompt demands for more public participation, or at least sufficient transparency to allow interested groups to decide for themselves whether they want to have input.

3 Unrepresentative Input into National Judicial Decision-Making

How troubling is it that judges draw on the decisions of foreign and international courts as part of their deliberations on how to decide a domestic case? US Supreme Court justices differ over this question, quite heatedly. Should we leave it to them to resolve? Should Congress take a hand? Should the solicitor-general, as the president’s top advocate, take a position in arguments before the Court?

According to a former justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, Charles Fried, drawing on foreign decisions could change the course of American law. Fried writes thoughtfully on the difference between scholarship and adjudication, noting that rejection of comparative analysis on the part of scholars ‘would seem philistine indeed’, but is not necessarily so on the part of judges.¹⁹ Judges must hand down answers, constrained by a confined set of sources. By way of example, Fried points to the significance of allowing judges to cite sources other than pure case law, such as scientific reports, policy analyses, and other nonlegal materials. Expanding a judge’s universe of information will expand the range of considerations she thinks is relevant to a decision. Expanding the range of considerations, in turn, makes it possible to make a wider range of arguments for or against a particular decision.

Thus, for instance, when Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg faces a decision under US law on the constitutionality of affirmative action, she finds it valuable to look to the Indian experience as well as the US experience.20 Knowing the Indian experience gives her a different perspective on the problems that US institutions may encounter with affirmative action programmes; it also gives her a wider sense of the available options. Yet is the Indian experience really relevant to the United States? The enormous differences between the two countries raise the possibility – indeed the likelihood – that the same policy initiatives will have completely different results. More fundamentally, though, does democracy imply the right to make our own mistakes?21

Similar concerns have been expressed outside the United States. Christopher McCrudden documents debates about the appropriateness of drawing on foreign judicial decisions in Israel, Singapore, South Africa, Australia and Hong Kong.21 A principal concern in these debates is arbitrariness in choosing when to pay attention to foreign law and when to ignore it, as well as in deciding which foreign courts to pay attention to. Yash Ghai reports from Hong Kong that ‘the approach to the use of foreign cases is not very consistent; they are invoked when they support the position preferred by the court, otherwise they are dismissed as irrelevant’.22

4 Unrepresentative Input into Global Political Processes

Another group of critics is less worried about existing government networks as described here, but rather about the larger phenomenon of ‘global policy networks’ or ‘global issue networks’ – networks of all individuals, groups and organizations, governmental and nongovernmental, interested in a particular set of issues. The UN Secretary-General, a vice-president of the World Bank and numerous scholars have championed these networks as optimal mechanisms of

global governance. And, as just noted, these wider networks are often invoked as the solution to the problem of technocracy with pure government networks. Still, the problem that immediately arises is how to separate out the structures of government from the much more amorphous webs of governance.

According to Martin Shapiro, the shift from government to governance marks ‘a significant erosion of the boundaries separating what lies inside a government and its administration and what lies outside them.’ The result is to advantage ‘experts and enthusiasts’, the two groups outside government that have the greatest incentive and desire to participate in governance processes but who are not representative of the larger polity. From this perspective, relatively neutral government officials who are aware of the larger social trade-offs surrounding decision-making on a particular issue will produce more democratic outcomes than decisions shaped primarily by deeply interested private citizens – even those acting with substantial knowledge of the issue and the best of intentions. The merging and blurring of lines of authority are ultimately likely to blur the distinction between public legitimacy and private power.

5 The Ineradicability of Power

A final problem is the way in which government networks either replicate or even magnify asymmetries of power in the existing international system. Some government networks represent exclusive preserves of officials from the most economically developed, and hence powerful nations. The Basel Committee – with its membership of Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United States – is again a prime example. Similarly, the Technical Committee of IOSCO, where most of the important work is done, is comprised of
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a fairly predictable group of nations with well-developed securities markets.\textsuperscript{26} If such networks are to form the infrastructure for a networked world order, they must be given incentives to expand their membership in meaningful ways, inviting in government officials from poorer, less powerful, and often marginalized countries as genuine participants rather than as largely passive observers.

Supporters of government networks as mechanisms of global governance are well aware of this problem. Lord Howell celebrates the Commonwealth over institutions such as the OECD for its greater inclusiveness. The OECD, he writes, ‘lacks an obvious and centrally valuable feature of the Commonwealth – namely, its scope for bringing together and giving a common voice to both richer and poorer, developed and developing societies’.\textsuperscript{27} Greater inclusiveness also drives former Canadian Finance Minister Paul Martin’s insistence on using the G20 instead of the G7. The ‘breadth of [the G20’s] membership is crucial’, he writes, ‘for we have learned a fundamental truth about policies to promote development: they will work only if the developing countries and emerging markets help shape them, because inclusiveness lies at the heart of legitimacy and effectiveness’. And the G20 is inclusive. Nations at all phases of development are at the G20 table – and no one side of it is dictating to another.\textsuperscript{28}

If ‘global government networks’ are in fact only partial government networks, they will ultimately fail. They cannot address the world’s problems, or even what appear to be only regional problems, as members of an exclusive club. This point is problematic for the members of some current networks, at least to the extent that one of the major intuitive advantages of networking over more formal international institutions is the ability to engage selectively with other like-minded governments in pondering hard problems rather than enduring the tedious procedural formalities of global deliberation. If all government networks were to become mini-UNs in different substantive areas, little would be gained. Yet as the example of the Commonwealth and APEC demonstrate, it is possible to have

\textsuperscript{26} Members of the Technical Committee include: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the UK and the USA. On OICU–IOSCO homepage (accessed 1 July 2003); available from http://www.iosco.org/lists/display_committees.cfm?cmtid=3.


\textsuperscript{28} Martin, ‘Notes for an Address’, op. cit., n. 1.
much more inclusive government networks without formalizing procedures.

From the perspective of weaker countries, however, being included does not solve the problem of power. On the contrary, officials – regulators, judges, legislators – are simply subject to the soft power of the strongest members of the network. Even training, information and assistance that they seek out is likely to push them steadily toward convergence with both the substance and style of more developed countries in any particular subject area, from constitutional rights to utilities regulation. Having a voice in collective discussions is better than being silenced by exclusion, but it does not guarantee that you will be heard.

IMPROVING THE ACCOUNTABILITY OF GOVERNMENT NETWORKS TO DOMESTIC CONSTITUENCIES

The critics of government networks are themselves a diverse lot, criticizing a diverse phenomenon for a variety of different faults. If one group sees government without politics, another worries that the ‘politics’ sought to be introduced are likely to be selective and distorted. Still others, largely approving of government networks as a form of governance, charge them with too much selectivity in choosing their members. And all these perceived problems take on a different cast when the vantage point is a particular national polity versus a hypothetical global community.

Ultimately, policy-makers who wish to respond seriously to these various problems will have to formulate a solution on a case-by-case basis, after conducting more systematic research to verify the substance and the scope of each problem across different government networks. Yet even at this level of generality, it is possible to put forward some broader proposals.

First is to develop a concept of dual function for all national officials – an assumption that their responsibilities will include both a national and a transgovernmental component. They must thus be accountable to their national constituents for both categories of activity. Fully-fledged international agreements would still have to be struck by chief executives and ratified by the full legislature as specified under domestic law, but the legislators themselves would be much more involved in the process with their foreign counterparts.
Regulators of all kinds, from health to education to the environment, would conduct their own foreign relations, subject to some kind of domestic inter-agency process that accepted this phenomenon but nevertheless attempted to aggregate interests. Prosecutors, judges and law enforcement agents of all kinds would work actively with their foreign counterparts on problems requiring multiple coordinated initiatives across borders.

This concept of dual function would make it far easier for organizations like Public Citizen to mobilize ordinary Americans to understand that their government officials may well be playing on a larger global or regional playing field and to monitor their activities. These officials may have two faces, internal and external, but they still have only one audience. It would also make it more realistic for critics like Martin Shapiro to insist that government officials be held separately accountable for their activities in larger ‘policy networks’.

A second step toward holding government networks as accountable as possible to domestic constituents is to make their activity as visible as possible to legislators, interest groups and ordinary citizens by ensuring that they operate in a real or virtual public space. The space must be the equivalent of a physical site, for symbolic and practical reasons. We must replace the image of shadowy networks making ‘offshore’ decisions with an actual vision of regularized governance processes in accessible places.

One solution is to create virtual space. It is possible to centralize information on a website that is the global equivalent of the massive carved buildings that host national departments of justice, treasury, defence and social services. At the same time, this website would be linked to as many different national websites in the particular issue area as possible. On the European Union website, for instance, citizens of member states and other interested individuals can review the EU’s official journal; treaties; legislation (both acts that are in force and those in preparation), case law; parliamentary questions and documents of public interest.29 Clicking on ‘legislation in preparation’ produces a page entitled ‘pre-lex’, which allows a viewer to see a host of commission proposals, records of parliamentary activity and council documents. It also offers a specific guide to ‘monitoring the decision-making process between institutions’.

Third is to ensure that government networks link legislators across borders as much as they do regulators and judges, to ensure that all three branches of government, with their relative strengths and weaknesses, are represented. In some areas, such as human rights and the environment, national legislators are increasingly recognizing that they have common interests. Global Legislators for a Balanced Environment (GLOBE) was founded in 1989 and is essentially an environmental nongovernmental organization (NGO) composed of parliamentarians. Governments in the EU must increasingly submit their European policies to special parliamentary committees, who are themselves networking.

Legislative networks are also emerging to monitor the activities of traditional international organizations such as the World Bank and the WTO. The Parliamentary Network on the World Bank held its first conference in May 2000 and its second in January 2001 in London, where it was hosted by a select committee of the House of Commons. The network has no official connection to the World Bank; it is an independent initiative by parliamentarians who want to play a more active role in global governance. Similar efforts to organize parliamentarians to oversee the activities of the WTO are ongoing, spurred by a meeting of parliamentarians at the WTO Ministerial Conference in Doha, Qatar, in November 2001, which was organized by the Inter-Parliamentary Union. In his speech to the assembled parliamentarians at Doha, WTO Director-General Michael Moore urged the assembled parliamentarians at Doha to ‘assemble more often’ and to assist and scrutinize ‘all the multilateral institutions that you have created, that you own’.

Fourth is to use government networks as the spines of larger policy networks, helping to mobilize transnational society but at the same time remaining identifiably distinct from nongovernmental actors.

32 Ibid., p. 89.
Kofi Annan has encouraged the formation and use of such networks from his UN bully pulpit, calling for the ‘creation of global policy networks’ to ‘bring together international institutions, civil society and private sector organizations, and national governments in pursuit of common goals’. More generally, Wolfgang Reinicke and Francis Deng have developed both the concept and practice of the global public interest, promoted and pursued through networks. Reinicke describes global public policy networks as ‘loose alliances of government agencies, international organizations, corporations, and elements of civil society such as nongovernmental organizations, professional associations, or religious groups that join together to achieve what none can accomplish on its own’.

A final set of measures to address perceived or actual problems with the activities of existing government networks should come from domestic polities. The citizens of different countries, and their government officials, are likely to have different degrees of concern about these activities. The US debate over citing foreign judicial decisions has been replicated in some other countries, but by no means all, and it has a different resonance depending on the length and nature of a particular country’s legal tradition. Similarly, the citizens of some countries might be content with the role of their regulators in global or regional regulatory networks, whereas the citizens of other countries might seek more monitoring of, or direct input into, those networks.

GLOBAL NORMS REGULATING GOVERNMENT NETWORKS

Even if participants in government networks around the world were satisfactorily accountable to their domestic constituents, what duty do they owe to other nations? It may seem an odd question, but if these networks were in fact primary structures of global governance, together with more formal international and supranational organizations, then they would have to be subject to global as well as

34 Annan, We the Peoples, op. cit., p. 70, n. 23.
national norms. They would be responsible for collectively formulating and implementing policies in the global public interest. Equally important, the participants in these networks would have to develop and implement norms governing their relations with one another. Such norms may seem unnecessary when the principal activity in which these participants engage is information exchange; however, harmonization and enforcement activity requires the development of global ground rules. Finally, these networks should operate on a presumption of inclusivity rather than exclusivity.

What are the potential sources of these norms? First, it is natural to project domestic constitutional principles, developed by visionaries and thinkers from Madison to Monnet. Political philosophers are also relevant, providing first principles that can be adapted to this particular global context. Finally, norms are emerging from contemporary practice that can be generalized, adding an inductive dimension to the project.

It is particularly important to note the informal character of these norms, like that of the government networks they regulate. Proposals for global constitutions are already on the table, most notably from scholars such as Ernst-Ulrich Petersmann, but an actual global constitution suggests a formal global government, even if in fragmentary form. I seek to develop an informal alternative – a set of principles and norms that can operate independently of formal codification, even as the actors and activities they would regulate form and reform in shifting patterns of governance. Both visions seek to underpin world order, but they diverge with respect to world government.

1 Global Deliberative Equality

The foundational norm of global governance should be global deliberative equality. Michael Ignatieff derives this concept from the basic moral precept that ‘our species is one, and each of the individuals

who compose it is entitled to equal moral consideration.38 His account of the progress of the human rights movement since 1945 builds from this precept, which lies at the heart of human rights, to the recognition that ‘we live in a plural world of cultures that have a right to equal consideration in the argument about what we can and cannot, should and should not, do to human beings.’39

This idea, that ‘all human beings belong at the table, in the essential conversation about how we should treat each other’, does not posit utopian harmony. On the contrary, it assumes a world ‘of conflict, deliberation, argument, and contention’, but to the extent that the process of global governance is, at bottom, a conversation, a collective deliberation about common problems and towards common global objectives, then all affected individuals, or their representatives, are entitled to participate.40

This presumption of inclusion lies at the heart of the ‘Montreal Consensus’ that former Canadian Finance Minister Paul Martin has put forward to counter the ‘Washington Consensus’ concerning economic development. The heart of the Montreal consensus is a ‘more balanced vision of how developing countries and poor countries can share in the benefits of the global economy’.41 It arises from the perception that developing countries are not threatened by globalization per se as much as by being left out and left behind. The solution is not to reverse globalization itself, but rather to find ways to share the wealth and integration it brings. That, for Martin and the G20, is the essence of global accountability.

A principle or even a presumption of inclusion does not mean that government institutions from all countries will become members of all government networks. Many networks will address problems common only to a group of countries, or a region. And even where the problems themselves are global, government networks such as the G20 reflect a philosophy of representation rather than direct participation.

39 Ibid., p. 94.
40 Ibid., pp. 94–5.
What such a principle should mean, however, is that all government networks adopt clear criteria for participation that will be fairly applied. These criteria can require a particular degree of economic or political development or a level of performance in terms of compliance with agreed principles. It is also certainly permissible for some nations to move faster or deeper than others in making particular commitments – just as the EU has multispeed integration in which some nations adopt a common currency and others do not. The World Intellectual Property Organization has incorporated a network of some advanced industrial countries alongside its traditional global decision-making processes. Yet countries that want to join such networks and that meet the stated criteria must be allowed in, in some form or other. At the same time, deliberative equality, as an ideal, means that those countries that have decided to join a network receive an equal opportunity to participate in agenda-setting, to advance their position, and to challenge the proposals or positions of others.42

More generally, government networks should be explicitly designed to engage, enmesh, and assist specific government institutions. One of the great values of this form of governance is the ability to bolster the court or regulatory agency or legislature of any country – to offer directly targeted technical assistance, political support where necessary, and an all-important sense of professionalism and belonging in a wider global community. That in itself is a form of global deliberative equality.

2 Legitimate Difference

The second principle of transnational governance should be the principle of legitimate difference. As Justice Benjamin Cardozo put it while sitting on the Second Circuit:

We are not so provincial as to say that every solution of a problem is wrong because we deal with it otherwise at home. The courts are not free to enforce a foreign right at the pleasure of the judges, to suit the individual notion of expediency or fairness. They do not close their doors unless help would

violate some fundamental principle of justice, some prevalent conception of
good morals, some deep-rooted tradition of the common weal.43

In conflicts of law, the principle of legitimate difference is limited by
the public policy exception, whereby a court will not apply a foreign
law that would be applicable if it violates a fundamental principle
of domestic public policy. The principle of legitimate difference
assumes that the public policy exception would be applied only
rarely, in cases involving the violation of truly fundamental values. In
the US context, fundamental equates with constitutional, in the sense
that state courts cannot invoke the public policy exception to bar
enforcement of another state’s act unless that act arguably violates
the constitution itself.44

Transposed from the judicial to the regulatory context and from
the US to the global context, the principle of legitimate difference
should be adopted as a foundational premise of transgovernmental
cooperation. All regulators participating in cooperative ventures of
various kinds with their foreign counterparts should begin from the
premise that ‘difference’ per se reflects a desirable diversity of ideas
about how to order an economy or society. That ‘we deal with it
otherwise at home’ is not a reason for rejecting a foreign law or
regulation or regulatory practice unless it can be shown to violate
the rejecting country’s constitutional rules and values.

The principle of legitimate difference applies most precisely to
foreign laws and regulations, but a corollary of the principle is a pre-
sumption that foreign government officials should be accorded the
same respect due to national officials unless a specific reason exists
to suspect that they will chauvinistically privilege their own citizens.
An example from the judicial context illustrates the point. In a highly
publicized antitrust litigation brought by Sir Freddie Laker against
both US and British airlines for trying to drive his low-cost airline out
of business, US federal district judge Harold Green decided not to
restrain the British parties from petitioning the British government
for help.45 Judge Green was presuming the same good faith on the

44 The full faith and credit clause of the constitution requires each state to recog-
nize the acts of another. US Const., art. 4, §1, cl. 1. It is a basic instrument of
federalism, knitting the states into one larger polity.
45 Laker Airways Ltd. v. Sabena, Belgian World Airlines 731 F. 2d 909 (DC Cir. 1984).
part of the British executive as he would on the part of the US executive in a parallel circumstance and assuming that the British executive would not automatically ally with its own citizens in a case involving a foreign citizen in a foreign court.

In sum, legitimate difference is a principle that preserves diversity within a framework of a specified degree of convergence. It enshrines pluralism as a basis for, rather than a bar to, regulatory cooperation, leaving open the possibility of further convergence between legal systems in the form of mutual recognition or even harmonization, but not requiring it. At the same time, however, it does not try to stitch together or cover over differences concerning fundamental values, whether those involving basic human rights and liberties or the organizing principles for a social, political, or economic system. At a more practical level, the principle of legitimate difference would encourage the development of model codes or compilations of best practices in particular regulatory issue areas, letting the regulators in different countries figure out for themselves how best to adapt them to local circumstance.

It is also important, however, to be clear as to what a principle of legitimate difference will *not* do. It does not help individuals or government institutions figure out which nation should be the primary regulator in a particular issue area or with regard to a set of entities or transactions subject to regulation. Thus it cannot answer the question of which nation should be in the position of deciding whether to recognize which other nation’s laws, regulations, or decisions based on legitimate difference. Nevertheless, it can serve as a *Grundnorm* of global governance for regulators exploring a wide variety of relationships with their transnational counterparts. If regulators are not prepared to go even this far, then they are unlikely to be able to push beyond paper cooperation.

### 3 Positive Comity

Comity is a long-standing principle of relations between nations. The classic definition for American lawyers is the formulation in *Hilton v. Guyot*: ‘neither a matter of obligation on the one hand, nor of mere courtesy and good will on the other . . . comity is the recognition which one nation allows within its territory to the legislative,
executive, or judicial acts of another nation.‘Recognition’ is essentially a passive affair, signalling deference to another nation’s action.

Positive comity, on the other hand, mandates a move from deference to dialogue. It is a principle of affirmative cooperation between government agencies of different nations. As a principle of governance for transnational regulatory cooperation, it requires regulatory agencies to substitute consultation and active assistance for unilateral action and noninterference.

Positive comity has developed largely in the antitrust community, as an outgrowth of ongoing efforts of EU and US antitrust officials to put their often very rocky relationship on firmer footing. For decades the US policy of extraterritorial enforcement of US antitrust laws based on the direct effect doctrine, even in various modified forms, was met by diplomatic protests, administrative refusals and a growing number of foreign blocking statutes that restricted access to important evidence located abroad or sought to reverse US judgments. The US government gradually began to change course, espousing principles of comity and restraint in congressional testimony and in its international antitrust guidelines.

---

46 159 US 113, 163–4 (1895).


In addition, US regulators began relying less on unilateral state action and more on agency cooperation. In the early 1980s, the United States entered into separate cooperation agreements with the governments of Australia (June 1982) and Canada (March 1984). In both agreements, the parties consented to cooperate in investigations and litigation by the other even when this enforcement affected its nationals or the other party sought information within its territory. In return, the parties agreed to exercise negative comity— to refrain from enforcing competition laws where such enforcement would unduly interfere with the sovereign interests of the other party.  

In 1991, the United States executed an extensive antitrust cooperation agreement with the European Community. The agreement contained provisions on notification of enforcement activities, as well as on information-sharing and biannual meetings. Most notably, the agreement was the first to include the principle of positive comity. Article V of the agreement provides that if party A believes that its ‘important interests’ are being adversely affected by anticompetitive activities that violate party A’s competition laws but occur within the territory of party B, party A may request that party B initiate enforcement activities. Thus, government B, in deference to government A, is expected to consider enforcement steps that it might not otherwise have taken.

This notion of positive comity is the converse of the traditional idea of deference, or negative comity. Unlike the earlier agreements concluded by the United States with Australia and Canada, the EC agreement focuses less on protecting the sovereign interests of one


51 Ibid., pp. 1056–9.

52 See Griffin, ‘EC and U.S. Extraterritoriality’, op. cit., p. 376, n. 47.

jurisdiction against the antitrust activities of the other and more on facilitating cooperative and even coordinated enforcement by antitrust authorities.\textsuperscript{54} Where deference would tend towards less affirmative enforcement action, positive comity was designed to produce more affirmative enforcement.\textsuperscript{55} While the EC–US agreement reflects the increasing trend towards transnational cooperation in antitrust enforcement, the extent of enforcement coordination and information sharing contemplated by the agreement was unprecedented.\textsuperscript{56}

In practice, the agreement has spurred an increase in the flow of information between the parties.\textsuperscript{57} In addition, there has been increased enforcement of antitrust objectives, both quantitatively and qualitatively.\textsuperscript{58} In coordinating their activities, the parties under the agreement work together to minimize the disruption to international trade that multiple uncoordinated investigations might otherwise cause.\textsuperscript{59} Merit Janow, reviewing transatlantic cooperation in competition policy, concludes that ‘positive comity is an important doctrine and that it can go some way in ameliorating tensions associated with extraterritorial enforcement and in facilitating enforcement cooperation’.\textsuperscript{60} At the same time, she advocates taking a step further toward enhanced comity through ‘an integrated or work-
sharing approach’ between US and EU competition authorities, whereby one or the other would be designated the ‘de facto lead agency’ in any investigation.61

Can positive comity be translated from the antitrust context into a more general principle of governance? Two potential objections arise. First is the concern of many within the antitrust community that positive comity is a label with little content. The second objection is a converse concern that to the extent positive comity works, it assumes enormous trust and close continuing relations between particular national regulatory agencies – factors that cannot be generalized.

The response to both these objections is a simplified and less stringent version of positive comity. As a general principle it need mean no more than an obligation to act rather than merely to respond. In any case in which nation A is contemplating regulatory action and in which nation B has a significant interest in the activity under scrutiny, either through the involvement of its nationals or through the commission of significant events within its territorial jurisdiction, the regulatory agency of nation A, consistent with the dual function of regulatory officials developed above, has a duty at the very least to notify and consult with the regulatory agency of nation B. Nation A’s agency must further wait for a response from nation B before deciding what action to take, and must notify nation B’s agency of any decision taken.

Even the critics of positive comity acknowledge that, to the extent to which a commitment to positive comity facilitates increased communication and exchange of information between governments, it may have an impact at the margin.62 This communication and exchange of information in turn lays the foundation for more enduring relationships that ultimately ripen into trust. Thus at a global level, a principle of positive comity, combined with the principle of legitimate difference, creates the basis for a pluralist community of regulators who are actively seeking coordination at least and collaboration at best.

61 Ibid.
Fourth, and for many perhaps first, it is necessary to take a leaf from Madison’s book. If, in fact, government networks, or indeed any form of global governance, are indeed to avoid Kant’s nightmare of ‘soulless despotism’, the power of every element of the world order system must be checked and balanced. A system of checks and balances is in fact emerging in many areas, from relations between national courts and supranational courts to the executive of one state challenging the regulatory agency of another in national court. Yet these fragments of evolving experience should be understood and analysed in the context of an affirmative norm of friction and constructive ambiguity in relations among participants in government networks of every kind. The whole should resemble the US constitution in at least this much – a system of shared and separated powers designed more for liberty than efficiency.

Writing about American federalism, David Shapiro has portrayed it as ‘a dialogue about government’. The federal system set forth in the constitution frames a perpetual debate in which ‘neither argument – the case for unrestrained national authority or the case against it – is rhetorically or normatively complete without the other’. It is the dialogue itself that is a source both of creative innovation and tempering caution. This description also applies to relations between national courts in EU member-countries and the ECJ, a dialogue that lies at the heart of the EU constitutional order. Their debates over both jurisdictional competence and substantive law are matters of pushing and pulling over lines demarcating authority that are constructed and revised by the participants themselves. Each side is checked less by a specific grant of power intended to act as a check or a balance than by the ability of each side to challenge or refine any assertion of power by the other.

Overall, checks and balances must become an accepted part of a global political arrangement among government institutions. Here again, networks of legislators would be a valuable addition to global government networks – to provide a counterweight, where necessary, to networks of regulators or even judges. Thus, for instance, when a

---
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network of securities regulators is promulgating a code of best practices, it is not impossible to imagine a similar code issuing from a network of legislative committees from different nations concerned with the same issues. The determination of what a best practice is and whose interests it is most likely to serve would likely be different. Certainly such a possibility would provide a counterweight to the consensus of professional technocrats.

5 Subsidiarity

The final normative principle necessary to structure a global political process of disaggregated national and supranational institutions is subsidiarity. Subsidiarity is the EU’s version of Madisonian checks and balances. The term may be unfamiliar, but the concept is not. It expresses a principle that decisions are to be taken as closely as possible to the citizen. Article V of the Consolidated Treaty Establishing the European Community defines the principle of subsidiarity as the criterion for determining the division of powers between the community and its member states.

Projected onto a global screen, the principle of subsidiarity would reinforce the basic axiom of global governance through government networks: even on a global scale, the vast majority of governance tasks should still be taken by national government officials. Within nation-states, of course, subsidiarity may argue for the exercise of power at a lower level still – at the local or provincial level. Yet, once at the level of the national government, the burden of proof to devolve power up to a regional or global entity will require a demonstration


In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Community shall take action, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if and insofar as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community. Any action by the Community shall not go beyond what is necessary to achieve the objectives of this Treaty.
that the specific functions needed cannot be adequately provided by national government institutions either coordinating their action or actively cooperating. Finally, within international or supranational institutions themselves, questions of institutional design and allocation of power should depend upon a demonstration of the need for personnel and powers in addition to, or superior to, networks of national government officials.

The value of subsidiarity is that it institutionalizes a system or a political process of global governance from the bottom up. International lawyers, diplomats and global dreamers have long pictured a world much more united from the top down. Even as the need for governance goes global, the ideal location of that governance may well remain local. The principle of subsidiarity requires proponents of shifting power away from the citizen at least to make the case.

To maximize the accountability of the participants in government networks, it would be possible to take a step further and give them a measure of individual, or rather institutional, sovereignty. In a world of disaggregated states, the sovereignty that has traditionally attached to unitary states should arguably also be disaggregated. Taking this step, however, requires a different conception of the very nature of sovereignty. As described in the next section, sovereignty understood as capacity rather than autonomy can easily attach to the component parts of states and includes responsibilities as well as rights.

DISAGGREGATED SOVEREIGNTY

Theorists, pundits and policy-makers all recognize that traditional conceptions of sovereignty are inadequate to capture the complexity of contemporary international relations. The result is a seemingly endless debate about the changing nature of sovereignty – what does it mean? Does it still exist? Is it useful? Everyone in this debate still assumes that sovereignty is an attribute borne by an entire state, acting as a unit. Yet if states are acting in the international system through their component government institutions – regulatory agencies, ministries, courts, legislatures – why shouldn’t each of these institutions exercise a measure of sovereignty – sovereignty specifically defined and tailored to their functions and capabilities?
This proposal may seem fanciful, or even frightening, if we think about sovereignty the old way – as the power to be left alone, to exclude, to counter any external meddling or interference. But consider the ‘new sovereignty’, defined by Abram and Antonia Chayes as the capacity to participate in international institutions of all types – in collective efforts to steer the international system and address global and regional problems together with their national and supranational counterparts. This is a conception of sovereignty that would accord status and recognition to states in the international system to the extent that they are willing and able to engage with other states – engagement that necessarily includes accepting mutual obligations.

Chayes and Chayes begin from the proposition that the world has moved beyond interdependence. Interdependence refers to a general condition in which states are mutually dependent on and vulnerable to what other states do. But interdependence still assumes a baseline of separation, autonomy and defined boundaries. States may be deeply dependent on each other’s choices and decisions, but those choices and decisions still drive and shape the international system. For Chayes and Chayes, by contrast, the international system itself has become a ‘tightly woven fabric of international agreements, organizations and institutions that shape [states’] relations with one another and penetrate deeply into their internal economics and politics’.

If the background conditions for the international system are connection rather than separation, interaction rather than isolation, and institutions rather than free space, then sovereignty as autonomy makes no sense. The new sovereignty is status, membership, ‘connection to the rest of the world and the political ability to be an actor within it’. However paradoxical it sounds, the measure of a state’s capacity to act as an independent unit within the international system – the condition that ‘sovereignty’ purports both to grant and describe – depends on the breadth and depth of its links to other states.


68 Ibid., p. 26. As noted above, Wolfgang Reinicke similarly emphasizes the extent to which globalization, unlike interdependence, penetrates the deep structure and strategic behaviour of corporations and other actors in the international system.
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This conception of sovereignty fits neatly with a conception of a disaggregated world order. If the principal moving parts of that order are the agencies, institutions and the officials within them who are collectively responsible for the legislative, executive and judicial functions of government, then they must be able to exercise legislative, executive and judicial sovereignty. They must be able to exercise at least some independent rights and be subject to some independent, or at least distinct, obligations. These rights and obligations may devolve from more unitary rights and obligations applicable to the unitary state, or they may evolve from the functional requirements of meaningful and effective transgovernmental relations. But the sovereignty of ‘states’ must become a more flexible and practical attribute.

If sovereignty is relational rather than insular, in the sense that it describes a capacity to engage rather than a right to resist, then its devolution onto ministers, legislators and judges is not so difficult to imagine. Judges would respect each other’s competence as members of the same profession and institutional enterprise across borders. A fully ‘sovereign’ court would be entitled to its fair share of disputes when conflicts arise, to negotiate cooperative solutions in transnational disputes, and to participate in a transnational judicial dialogue about issues of common concern. Regulators would be similarly empowered to interact with their fellow regulators to engage in the full range of activities that regulatory networks carry out. And legislators would be directly empowered to catch up.

But if disaggregated state institutions are already engaged in these activities, what difference does it make if they are granted formal capacity to do what they are already doing? The principal advantage is that subjecting government institutions directly to international obligations could buttress clean institutions against corrupt ones and rights-respecting institutions against their more oppressive counterparts. Each government institution would have an independent obligation to interpret and implement international legal obligations, much as each branch of the US government has an independent obligation to ensure that its actions conform to the constitution. As in the domestic context, either the courts or the legislature would have the last word in case of disputed interpretations of international law, to ensure the possibility of national unity where necessary. In many cases, however, international legal obligations concerning trade, the environment, judicial independence, human rights, arms control
and other areas would devolve directly on government institutions charged with responsibility for the issue area in question.

By becoming enrolled and enmeshed in global government networks, individual government institutions would affirm their judicial, legislative, or regulatory sovereignty. They would participate in the formulation and implementation of professional norms and the development of best practices on substantive issues. And they would be aware that they are performing before their constituents, their peers, and the global community at large, as bearers of rights and status in that community.

This idea is not as far-fetched as it may seem. Actual examples already exist or are being proposed. Eyal Benvenisti has raised the possibility of formally empowering sub-state units to enter into agreements.70 The Princeton Principles on Universal Jurisdiction make the case for establishing clear rules and principles under international law that are directly aimed at national judges, as they are the actual subjects of the international law doctrine. The ambiguity that helps statesmen negotiate treaties is often disastrous for judges, who must actually apply the law.

At first glance, disaggregating the state and granting at least a measure of sovereignty to its component parts might appear to weaken the state. In fact, it would bolster the power of the state as the primary actor in the international system. Giving each government institution a measure of legitimate authority under international law, with accompanying duties, marks government officials as distinctive in larger policy networks and allows the state to extend its reach. If sovereignty were still understood as exclusive and impermeable rather than relational, strengthening the state would mean building higher walls to protect its domestic autonomy. But in a world in which sovereignty means the capacity to participate in cooperative regimes in the collective interest of all states, expanding the formal capacity of different state institutions to interact with their counterparts around the world means expanding state power.

CONCLUSION

Members of government networks must interact with their foreign counterparts sufficiently transparently to be monitored by ordinary voters; they must give reasons for their actions in terms intelligible to a larger public; and they must be able to formulate arguments in sufficiently general, principled, ‘other-regarding’ ways to be able to win the day in a process of deliberative decision-making. Operating in a world of generalizable principles, however, requires a baseline of acceptable normative behaviour. The norms I have prescribed ensure wide participation in government networks, seek to preserve local, regional and national autonomy to the extent possible, and guarantee a wide space for local variation, including local variation driven by local and national politics.

At the loftiest level, these principles could be understood as part of a global transgovernmental constitution – overarching values to steer the operation of government networks. Yet the content of these specific principles is less important in many ways than the simple fact that there be principles – benchmarks against which accountability can be measured. Understanding government networks as a form of government, and then holding them to the same standards and subject to the same strictures that we hold all government, will do the rest.